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Abstract In large scale systems data replication is needed to provide availability and fault-tolerance. The behavior of the replicas must follow consistency criteria to ensure the system works well. Unfortunately strong consistency criteria are too costly and do not allow partition and availability at the same time. On the other hand eventual consistency is too weak and does not provide enough guarantees about the behavior of the replicas. In this paper we focus on update consistency which provides consistent behavior with respect to the sequential behavior alongside convergence. A new algorithm for update consistency is introduced and tested.
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Introduction



In large scale systems, data replication is fundamental to provide availability and fault-tolerance. Ideally, shared objects should behave as physically shared objects, going through all the atomic operations issued by the processes. Linearizability ([5]) and sequential consistency ([6], [9]) are consistency criteria which tend to provide such strong consistency by making each process to build a common total order on the operations which respects the program order (i.e. if a process does the operation A before the operation B, A will be before B in the total order). Figure 1 and Figure 2 show a set of integers shared between two processes, which insert and suppress elements, at the user level and the order created. I(1) refers to the insertion of the element 1, D(1) to the suppression of 1 and R{1} means that the read has returned the set {1}, ω meaning that the reads are done an infinity of times. Figure 1 is sequentially consistent while Figure 2 is not since to have the set {1, 2} the suppressions should not be done at the end and thus the program order is not respected. I(1) R{1} D(2) Rω∅ • • • • • • • • I(2) R{1,2} D(1) Rω∅



I(1)R{1} I(2)R{1,2} D(2)D(1)Rω∅



Figure 1: Sequentially consistent execution and the associated total order. ω I(1) R{∅} D(2) R{1,2} • • • • • • • • I(2) R{1} D(1) Rω{1,2}



Figure 2: Eventually consistent execution. Because of the CAP theorem ([3],[4]), a distributed system cannot provide at the same time sequential consistency, availability and partition tolerance. Sequential consistency requires a majority of processes which must not crash ([12]) to provide availability. Also with sequential consistency or linearizability the response time of operations is, at worst, proportional to the latency of the network([2], [7]) making partition and availability incompatible. Since partition cannot be avoided and availability is a necessity, we should aim at weaker consistency criteria. Weaker consistency criteria have been introduced for shared memory as 2



PRAM ([8]) and causal consistency ([1]). They ensure that the local histories observed by each user is plausible, regardless of other processes. However they do not ensure convergence to a common state for the shared object. With these criteria, the object have a consistent behavior with respect to the sequential behavior but we lose the convergence required in data replication. On the other hand, eventual consistency ([13]) provides convergence once all the processes have stopped updating. Figure 2 is eventually consistent, so we can see that respecting the program order is not required to achieve eventual consistency. In fact the only requirement is the convergence at some point of all the replicat. A convergence to a state which does not depend on the updates is correct hence eventual consistency is too weak. Eventual consistency is used in many large scale systems but it requires additional non-intuitive and error-prone technique to fully specify the behavior of the algorithms. Update consistency ([11]), which is stronger than eventual consistency (a shared object which is update consistent is eventual consistent), is a way to provide at the same time convergence and guarantees about the behavior of a shared object. It provides convergence to a state which is consistent with the updates done. Firstly this paper will focus on update consistency before explaining the contribution which is an improved algorithm to provide it. Then the practical results will be exposed and discussed before talking about the limits of the contribution.



2



Update Consistency



The model is an asynchronous message-passing network with crash-failures. There is no omission fault, all the messages are eventually received but there is no guaranty about the transmission time neither the delivered order. We focus on objects which have two kinds of operations: queries (do not affect the object, return a value) and updates (affect the object and do not return anything). Thus operations like test-and-set are forbidden. Update consistency requires the existence of a total order on the updates, with respect to the program order for each process. In other words, if all the processes stop updating, they will eventually have all the same state. This state is obtained by applying all the updates in the same order for everyone, and this order respects the emitting order for each process (if a process p has emitted the update u1 before u2 , the final order will have u1 before u2 ). So in the case the processes stop updating, each version of shared object will converge to a common state, making only a finite number of reads irrelevant. 3



This total order is the same as in sequential consistency, except for the queries. Indeed in sequential consistency the total order is build and maintained for every update and query. On the other hand in update consistency the total order only deals with updates and is built eventually, after the stop of the updates. Thus some reads done before the stop of the updates may be inconsistent. An other characterization of update consistency is: an object is update consistent if there is an infinity of updates or in the case that the number of updates is finite, it is possible to remove a finite number of queries such that the history is sequentially consistent. ω I(1) R{1} D(2) R{1} R{∅} • • • • • • • • • • I(2) R{2} D(1) R{2} Rω{∅}



I(1)R{1} I(2)R{2}



Figure 3: Update consistent execution and the view of each process after their first read. ω I(1) R{1} D(2) R{1} R{∅} • • • • • • • • • • I(2) R{2} D(1) R{2} Rω{∅}



I(1)I(2)D(2)R{1} I(1)I(2)D(1)R{2}



Figure 4: Update consistent execution and the view of each process after the second read. ω I(1) R{1} D(2) R{1} R{∅} • • • • • • • • • • I(2) R{2} D(1) R{2} Rω{∅}



I(1)I(2)D(2)D(1)Rω{∅} I(1)I(2)D(2)D(1)Rω{∅}



Figure 5: Update consistent execution and the view of each process after the third read. Figure 3 4 and 5 show an update consistent execution over a set of integers at three different times. The order is rebuild everytime an update is received: in figure 3 the second process only sees its own insertion but in Figure 4 it has received the insertion of the first process necessiting to reorganize its order. In Figure 5, all the update have been received so the total order on the update is the same for both of the processes, allowing the queries to return the same values. 4



Algorithm 1: Algorithm A∞ for a generic object (code for pi ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19



object (U, Q, S, s0 ) var clocki ∈ N ← 0; var updatesi ⊂ (N × N × U ) ← ∅; fun update (u ∈ U ) clocki ← clocki + 1; broadcast message (clocki , i, u); end on receive message (cl ∈ N, j ∈ N, u ∈ U ) clocki ← max(clocki , cl); updatesi ← updatesi ∪ {(cl, j, u)}; end fun query (q ∈ Q) var statei ∈ S ← s0 ; foreach (cl, j, u) ∈ updatesi sorted on (cl, j) do statei ← u(statei ); end return q(statei , q); end end



Algorithm 1 shows a generic algorithm U C[∞] which provides update consistency to any distributed object (U, Q, S, s0 ) defined by a set of updates U , a set of queries Q, a set of states S with a initial state so ∈ S. To ensure update consistency, a total order on the updates which respects the program order is needed. To achieve that property we use the Lamport’s clock ([10]) to timestamp every action made by a process, along with the identifier of the process, to have a lexicographic total order. The virtual clock ensures the happened-before relation for the updates issued by the same process. The identifier is used to differentiate two events with the same clock. Every time a process pi does an update u, it increases its virtual clock cl and broadcast < cl, i, u > to all the other processes. Once such a message is received by a process pj , the local clock of pj is updated and the message is stored in a list called updatej . This list is sorted by the lexicographic order. When a process executes a query, it applies all the updates from the update list to the initial state, following the lexicographic order and applies the query to the obtained state. Hence the total order is rewritten each time an update is received (the first update may be the last received for a process, then its reads will be consistent only after this last reception). Note that no local replication of the object is stored, it is created every time a query 5



is done and then suppressed; only the clock and the update list are locally stored. Since no message can be lost in our model, if the processes stop updating all the updates will be eventually received. After the last reception all the processes would have the same update list and then obtain the same state by applying them to the initial state so they have converged. α0,2 p2 •



β1,2 •



γ2,2 •



p1



p0 • φ0,0 p2 : [(0, 0, φ); (0, 2, α); (1, 2, β); (2, 2, γ)] p1 : [(0, 0, φ); (0, 2, α); (1, 2, β); (2, 2, γ)] Figure 6: Update consistent execution with the update list of two processes. Figure 6 is an execution of the algorithm with 3 processes sharing an object, with the update list of two processes. α0,2 represents an update α made by the process number 2 at the clock time 0. In the update list there are triplets compound by the clock associated to the update, the identification number of the process which has emitted the update and the update. The arrows show the propagation of the messages from one process to another. The dashed arrow is an update which has been delayed a lot, the associated insertion was represented in red in the update list of p1 . After the reception of this update the update list was changed, the update was put at the beginning of the update list, changing the total order and making the previous reads irrelevant. It shows well that thanks to the lexicographic order the total order is corrected every time an update is received, allowing a convergence to the same update list since no messages are lost.
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Contribution: U C[k]



Although there is no theoretical problem with U C[∞], we cannot use it in practice: to allow the convergence, every update received must be stored in the update list. Therefor the size of the list may grow endlessly which is 6



problematic since the memory of a computer is finite. Given a constant parameter k, we want the overhead to be proportional to k. The idea is to limit the size of the update list by applying the oldest updates to a local version of the object. The local version rstatei is stored along with its associated clock rclocki . When an update is received with a timestamp older than rclocki + 2k, we remove the updates of the list with a timestamp lower than rstatei + k and apply them to the object following the lexicographic order. The clock rclocki is increased by k and then the new update is added in the update list. p2 : s, 0, [(0, 0, φ); (0, 2, α); (1, 2, β); (2, 2, γ)] p1 : s, 0, [(0, 2, α); (1, 2, β); (2, 2, γ)] Figure 7: Execution before reducing the update list. k=1. p2 : β(α(φ(s))), 1, [(2, 2, γ)] p1 : β(α(s)), 1, [(2, 2, γ)] Figure 8: Execution after reducing the update list. k=1. p2 : β(α(φ(s))), 1, [(2, 2, γ)] p1 : β(α(s)), 1, [(0, 0, φ); (2, 2, γ)] Figure 9: Execution after reception of the update list. k=1. p2 : β(α(φ(s))), 1, [(2, 2, γ)] p1 : φ(β(α(s))), 1, [(2, 2, γ)] Figure 10: Execution after reducing the update list. k=1. Figure 7 and 8 show how the process works. Figure 9 illustrates the receipt of a delayed update, as the red one in Figure 6. In Figure 10, after having applied this updated (because its clock is lower than 1) we can see that we lose the convergence. So if an update is received too late, some updates which should be higher in the lexicographic order may have been applied to the local state before preventing the state to converge. Thus we need a way to fix this divergence. To prevent this to happen we need Lamport’s vector clocks ([10]). Every process will have two of them: one to implement FIFO reception, the second associated to the local state to be able to keep track of how much updates have been applied to it. The vector clock associated to the local state of pi is called rclocki . rclocki [j] is the number of updates emitted by pj applied 7



to rstatei . Figure 11 shows an example of how it works. Two updates are applied to rstatei in a network with three processes. The first object is the vector clock, followed by the associated state and then the update list: [0, 0, 0], s, [(0, 0, α), (0, 2, β)] [1, 0, 0], α(s), [(0, 2, I(2))] [1, 0, 1], β(α(s)), []



Figure 11: Example of vector clock in a network with 3 processes. When an update is received too late, it is still applied to the local state rstatei and the vector clock is increased. As before the convergence is lost since the total order has been modified. But the new total order still respects the program orders thanks to the FIFO reception. Thus this total order is a valid candidate to be the common total order. So after having received such an update, the process broadcasts its state rstatei and the associated clocks rclocki and rvclocki to allow the others to take into account the modification of the total order. When a process pj receive such a message < rclocki , rvclocki , rstatei > from a process pi , pj compare the received state rstatei to its local one rstatej to chose the “best” one. Comparing two states is possible by comparing the associated vector clocks. Indeed thanks to FIFO reception if rvclockj is lower than rvclockj it means that rstatei has been created with the very same updates (maybe not in the same order though) used to create rstatej plus some other updates. So when a state is received, if the associated clock is higher, the state (and thus the order) is viewed as better and replaced the local one. Otherwise if the local vector clock is higher we send a new “correction” to the network to override the received correction. If the clocks are equals the “best” state is the one of the process with the lower identification number. If the vector clocks are not comparable, it means that the two processes have received one update which has not been received yet by the other. In that case nothing is done, since these updates will eventually be received. At their receipt a new conflict will happen and it will be solved at that time. To summarize, a local value rstatei of the shared object is stored. Updates considered as “old enough” are removed from the update list and are applied to rstatei allowing the size of the update list to be proportional to k. If an update is received with too much delay and should have been applied to the local state before, we modify the total order. The obtain



8



state is broadcast with its associated clocks to everyone to allow an agreement on which total order should be used. The processes disagreeing with this new total order broadcast their own state to override the previous one. The back-up solution is pretty heavy but is should be unlikely to happen, depending on the k. The challenge is to find a k. k must be high enough to make the probability to receive an update too late really low. But since the aim is to reduce the memory complexity k should not be too high. The size of the update list is at most n × k, n being the number of the processes in the network, and the worst complexity in term of message passing is n × (n − 1) for each update plus n × (n − 1) for each time a process disagrees with the new total order. The code, more precise explanation and proofs are in appendices.
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Implementation and Simulations



Usually, to provide a consistency criterion to an object, you have to create a specific algorithm and implementation for your object. This requires knowledge in distributed systems and distributed computing which is harder than sequential computing. Also it does not take into account that generic algorithm may exist for specific consistency criterion. Our aim was to avoid all that, to implement the generic algorithm into a generic implementation, a template, which transforms a sequential object to a distributed object with the given consistency criterion. This would allow the user to manipulate a distributed object as if it was the sequential one, the transformation being transparent for him. To implement such a template we needed a language which allows several features: • Templates: to be able to transform any sequential object into a distributed object. The idea is that the user uses the template with its own class and the result is the wanted distributed class. • Introspection: to be able to have access to all the methods (update and queries) of the object the user wants to distribute. Since we work with a template, we do not know beforehand the methods the object will have so we need a way to access them. • Compile time modification: to be able to modify the object and add the features to transform it into a distributed object. We chose the D programming language, successor of C, to implement our template. We used it to implement a small library which, given a class, uses 9



the introspection to select all the methods of the class, creates at compile time a new class with the same methods and modifies them to call an other method applyM ethod(u) every time the method u is called. Then by modifying this method we are able to implement any consistency criteria over any object without changing anything for the user but the creation of the object. Thanks to the library, we implemented a template to provide update consistency: the user only needs to declare sequentially its object and then use the template to automatically distribute it instead of implementing a distributed version of it behaving according to U C[k]. The obtained object is used as if it were the sequential one: Algorithm 2: How to declare a distributed object. 1 2 4 6 8 10 12



import distrib.uc; void main() auto network = new Network(); auto x = new MyClass(); auto x = new UC!MyClass(n,pid,k,network); x.my update(); x.get();



Simulation was used to test the algorithm. A network of n processes, doing each m updates at random times with a common given k. At first it was simulated with an object which is constituted by a string with only one update ”add” and one query ”get”. For an object s and a string s0 , s.add(s0 ) will concatenate s0 at the end of the string associated to s. The interest of that object is that it can simulate every other object and keep track of all the updates done, and the order they were done by (if every update has a unique associated string). Thus two instances of that objects are equal if and only if they have done the same updates in the same order (assuming that the initial value was the empty string and that every update is unique), then to see if there is convergence of the object at the end of an execution all we need is to compare the object when all the updates are done. This would not have been the case with a register for example, which current value is only determined by the last update and not the sequence of all the updates, so two registers have the same value if their last update is the same, no matter what was the previous value. This object was used to test that the algorithm actually provides update consistency by being sure that the order on the updates (in that case it is the string) is the same for every one. The tests were successful but unfortunately we end up having memory issues. Indeed by using U C[k] we have restricted the number of updates in the update list but at the cost of keeping 10



a local version of the object. In this case the object use a memory space proportionnal to the number of updates. So this object was a good tool to check that the algorithm actually provides update consistency but not to see the gain in term of memory space. To measure that gain an object with a memory complexity which does not depend on the updates is required. Then the algorithm was used over a 3 × 3 integer matrix with the identity matrix as initial value, the right multiplication by a random matrix as update and returning the value of the matrix as the query. Here the object has a constant memory size without a trivial convergence since the right multiplication is not commutative. If two processes do not have the same order on the matrices they have in their update list, it is highly unlikely that they converge to the same matrix by multiplying them to their local matrix. Every second, each process keep record of the size of its update list, the number of messages which have been received too late (represented by a cumulative diagram called “conflicts”) and the number of occurences a state has been broadcast to override a state which has just been received (represented by a cumulative diagram called “propagation”). The list size must be compared to the total number of updates, it shows the gain in term of memory. The diagram “conflicts” is the number of occurences the algorithm did not keep long enough the updates, number of times when k should have been higher, it is also the initial cost of the back-up solution in term of message passing. The diagram “propagation” represents the additional cost of the back-up solution, the number of messages needed to reach a convergence over the total order. The test comforted the intuitive idea that with a good k no conflicts happen but surprisingly it was reached with a lower k than expected: with 10 processes emitting 100 updates each, k = 2 was enough to avoid conflict with at most less than 10 updates in the update list as we can see in Figure 12 which represent the result for a representative process. With U C[∞], it should have stored the 1000 updates. Figure 13 represents the results for two processes to the same test but with 1000 updates each. The second process has received an update too late and has broadcast its correction. The first process disagreed with it and broadcast its own state. No other exchange of state has been done meaning that the additional cost to the back-up solution was only one broadcast by process. Compared to the worst case complexity it is really low. To comfort us into the idea that the additional cost is really low we test k = 0. In that case we do not store anything into the update list, thus all the received updates are likely to be received too late. Figure 14 show that the number of updates received too late is linear in the number of updates but also is 11



Figure 12: Result for a process in a simulation with n=10, m=100 and k=2 the additional cost so the worst case has a low probability to happen.
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Limits and Perspectives



The limits of these results are that they highly depend on the simulations and the parameters. Due to lack of time I could not manage to simulate networks with more processes and with other time distribution for the random times between processes updates. It lacks a practical benchwork we could reproduce with our algorithm. Also, instead of simulating, running a real experiment would be interesting. More theoretically it is not perfect either since the performance our algorithm U C[k] depends on the parameter k which cannot be chosen perfectly without knowledge about the future execution. If k has a value too low, the whole execution may be costly (as for the example in FIG where k = 0). It would be interesting to have a dynamic k which, for example, doubles its value when an update is received too late and with a more complex method to decrease when everything goes well. Moreover our algorithm is not scalable since we use vector clocks which size are equal to the number of processes in the network, and it is restricted to 12



Figure 13: Result for two processes in a simulation with n=10, m=1000, k=2



13



Figure 14: Result for a process in a simulation with n=10, m=100, k=0 objects which have only update and query operations with a unique initial value (and constructor). Our implementation provides update consistency to the desired object but does it provides more? All the guaranties we provide is that the object eventually has a total order on the update which respects the program order but locally could it be that the object has a stronger behavior like sequential consistency? It would be interesting to implement stronger consistency criteria with our library and execute them at the same time with update consistency to see how “far” update consistency is from these in practice.
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Conclusion



During my internship I focused on update consistency which is a consistency criterion which provides eventual consistency (i.e. there is an eventual convergence of the replicas) while keeping a behavior consistent with respect to the sequential behavior. It allows to have a generic algorithm (and proof) to all the objects with only update and query operations. I designed an algorithm more suited to a practical use than the one 14



already existing which faced out-of-memory issues, at the cost of the lost of the scalability. It was implemented alongside a library which transforms automatically a sequential object into a distributed object. Thus the user is allowed to keep thinking in a sequential way. Thanks to that I could try the algorithm over two different objects and see the actual gain of the algorithm. The results were great but nevertheless they are highly linked to the settings of the simulations. Moreover the algorithm efficiency is related to a parameter which has to be set beforehand in an empiric way, without knowing if the value will be high enough of not.
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Appendices Update Consistency Algorithm U C[k] The Local Variables In order to implement an update consistent object, each process pi manages the following local variables : • rstatei ∈ S: the state of the distributed object, recorded locally. • vtimei ∈ N: the virtual clock, linear, used to timestamp all the updates. • rvtimei ∈ N: the virtual clock associated to rstatei , it is a multiple of k. It is used to compare two states and to see if there is a conflict or not with a newly received update. • clocki ∈ N[n]: the local vector clock, used to implement the FIFO channels, the number clocki [j] represents the number of updates made by j delivered by i. • rclocki ∈ N[n]: the vector clock associated to rstatei , used to compare states. The number rclocki [j] represents the number of updates made by j used to create rstatei . • pendingsi ⊂ N × N × N × U : list in which updates are stored before being delivered, to implement the FIFO channels. • updatesi ⊂ N×N×U ← ∅: list in which updates are stored after being delivered and before being applied, of size O(k). • leaderi : the identifier of the last process which has modified the rstatei and rclocki , it may be different from i in a case of a conflict. • sendi : a boolean which is true if this state has been broadcast over the network or not. If leader = i then sendi is true. The Algorithm The algorithm is described below. It ensures that a distributed object is update consistent, assuming that the network may have crashs but no message loss, though there is no time limit for a message to be received. Every time the virtual clock vtimei is increased to a time t, the process should check if it is not a multiple of k, in that case it should apply all the updates from its update list which are timestamped before t − k. 17



The variable leaderi is the identifier of the process associated to the rstatei . Its default value is i but if the process pi receives a correction from pj which erases rstatei we have to keep in mind that this state is from pj else it could be erase by someone else since we will use the identifiers as a way to choose the best state in case of equality of the vector clocks. Everytime rstatei is modified we have to store the identifier of the process which cause the modification into leaderi . When a process executes a query, it applies all the updates stored in its update list according the lexicographic order (virtual time, process id) and then applies the query to the obtained state. When a process wants to execute an update, it increases its virtual time vtimei and its number of updates done (represented by clocki [i]), and broadcasts them plus its update u and its process identifier i while adding the update to updatesi . When a process receives an update (t ∈ N, cl ∈ N, j ∈ N, u ∈ S), it checks, by comparing cl to the corresponding line of its vector clock, clocki [j], if the message is out-of-date or not. Indeed, clocki [j] is the number of updates received from j by i which has been delivered; it increases when the update with the clock cl = clocki [j] + 1 is received and delivered. If a received message has a clock cl ≤ clocki [j] it means that this message has been already delivered, else the message is to be delivered, but not necessarily now (in the case cl > clocki [j] + 1) so it is put in pendingi . So after receiving a message from i, puting it into pendingi or ignoring it, the process delivers all the messages it can, i.e. it checks the existence of a message such as cl = clocki [j] + 1 and then checks its timestamp to deliver it. By comparing the timestamp t of the message to the recorded timestamp rvtimei of the process (associated to the local state recorded locally), we have two cases: • t > rvtimei : then the message is put into the update list, and the process increases its virtual time if needed. • t ≤ rvtimei : then there is a conflict, the update should have been applied before, the local state is incorrect regarding to this update since it should have taken it into account. Then the process delivers and applies all the updates which are in such a case (since we have implemented FIFO channels, the process may have received a lot of updates from j which should have been applied before but it was waiting for this one to do so) and then the process broadcasts a correction which consists in the local state, the virtual time and vector clock associated and its process identifier.
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When a process pi receives a correction (cl ∈ N[n], t ∈ N, j ∈ N, s ∈ S) from a process j, it indicates that some processes have faced a conflict and have changed the order of some updates. To see if the process has to accept or reject the correction, it will compare the virtual times associated to the states s and rstatei : • t = rvtime: the state received is associated to the same virtual time as rstate it means that the two states (s and rstatei ) are two instances, interpretations we could say, of the state the distributed object could be in at that time. Hence it makes sense to compare them, so the process pi uses the vector clocks to decide which state is better: – cl = rclocki : it means that the two states have been produced with the exact same set of updates but not necessarily in the same order, to decide which one is better the process uses a predicate, the version of the state with the smallest process identifier (which is not represented by i but leaderi ) will be chosen. If the process receiving the message is the one with the smallest identifier, it broadcasts its state as a ”correction” to everyone if sendi is false, to override the correction made by pj . If sendi is true, the correction has already be sent earlier and will eventually arrive to pj so there is no need to broadcast it again. When the recorded state and the associated recorded clock are modified the process needs to update also its vector clock clocki to be sure that if its new recorded state has taken into account updates which are yet to received (or in pendingi ) it does not deliver them once more time. – cl > rclocki : it means that the received state s has been produced with the updates which have produced rstatei plus some other updates, still in transit for the process pi . Then the best state is s and by using it pi will avoid conflicts due to the messages in transit, timestamped before rvtimei which are not received yet by pi but which are already ”inside” s. – cl < rclocki : with the same explanation as before, rstatei is better than s so, if sendi is false, the process broadcasts its state to override the correction made by pj . – If the two clocks are not comparable we do nothing, because it means that for both states there is at least one update which has been taken into account to produce it which has not been taken into account for the other one. Choosing one state would possibly lead to the loss of such an update (if the process whose state has been chosen as ”better” by everyone else crashes before he receives the missing update) and if we do nothing we are sure that 19



eventually the missing udpates will arrive and launch a conflict, and then a new correction. • t < rvtimei : The correction is dealing with a state ”in the past”, i.e. the state received is associated to a virtual time lower than rvtimei . That case can happen if the correction was received with a lot of delay, so by taking it into account there is a risk to have an out-dated correction, or the process pj has some delay. By taking into account something from ”the past” the process pi would lost every information between t and rvtimei he have already received (and which is ”inside” rstatei ) so it’s better to broadcast its state as a correction, to allow pj to catch up (and then check if there is still a problem) or to erase this out-dated correction. This broadcast can be seen as a way to keep the information about the conflict alive since it cannot be resolved right now due to the difference of timestamps. • t > rvtimei : The correction is from ”the future”, meaning that the received state is associated to a virtual time greater than rvtimei . In that case the process pi is late compared to pj , so to be able to compare their states, it should catch-up, so the process pi applies all the udpates he has in its update list which have a timestamp lower or equals to t. Now rvtimei = t, so the process pi will treat the correction as it has just arrived (now it will not be in the case t > rvtimei anymore but in the case rvtimei = t). To summarize, U C[k] is the same algorithm as U C[∞] with an update list whose size is limited, and if a conflict happens we exchange the recorded information (rstatei , rvtimei and rclocki ) to enforce the convergence to the same state.



Proof Now we have to prove that the algorithm provides us update consistency. To achieve that we have to prove that there is no update which can be lost during the execution, that if a process makes two updates in a given order everyone will have the same order for those two events and that it is possible, in the case of a finite number of updates, to remove a finite number of queries such that the history is sequentially consistent, in other words that there is a convergence of the states of the processes.
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No Update Loss We have to prove that for a process pi which does not crash, it will eventually have in its update list or ”in” its recorded state rstatei every update broadcast. Let u an update broadcast by a process pj . Due to the caracteristics of the network, u will eventually be received by pi so the only ways for pi to ”lost” u is or to consider u as out-dated whereas it is not or to apply it in its local recorded state rstatei and then to erase and replace this state by one which does not ”include” u. To prove that both of these cases cannot happen we will need three properties : • clocki [j] cannot decrease: clocki is modified in two parts of the code, when the process delivers an update and when rstate is modified. In the first case the clock has one line inscreased by one and in the second one the clock becomes the maximum between the clock and the new recorded clock, hence in any case the vector clock cannot decrease. • ∀i, j ∈ N, rclocki [j] = m represents exactly the number of updates used to produce rstatei which have been broadcast by pj , which are the m first udpates done by pj . We will prove that ∀j ∈ N, ∀i ∈ N, rclocki [j] = m means that the m first updates done by pj have been used to produce rstatei by reccurence over rclocki . – Case [0; ...; 0]. Let i ∈ N, rclocki = [0; ...; 0] in that case pi has used no updates to create rstatei , which is the initial state. Indeed he cannot have applied an update since it would have made increased its recorded clock neither it can have received an other state to erase its own since to broadcast a state a process needs a conflict, thus an update which is not possible with such a clock. – Case rclock > [0; ...; 0]. Let i ∈ N, rclocki = rclock, we have two cases : ∗ leaderi = i: if the leader is pi it means that the last process which has modified rstatei is pi (it has not been received by an other process) so it exists an update u and a state s such as rstatei = u(s). This modification happens in a record or in a conflict, anyways it is associated to a timestamp and a process pj and just before applying it, the clock was modified: rclocki [j] has been increased by one. Let cl this clock before the incrementation. By reccurence we have that ∀m ∈ N, cl[m] is exactly the number of the first updates done by pm used to produce s. Since the only difference between s and rstatei is the application of u which is an update from pj and the only difference between cl and rclocki 21



is that cl[j] + 1 = rclocki [j] so ∀m ∈ N, rclocki [m] is indeed the number of updates used to produce rstatei broadcast by pm . ∗ leaderi = j: if the leader is pj it means pj has sent its state to pi (with intermediate processes or not) and the last process which has modified the state is pj which is in the previous case so we have that ∀m ∈ N, rclockj [m] is indeed the number of updates used to produce rstatej broadcast by pm . Since leaderi = j we have rstatei and rclocki equal to rstatej and rclockj so the property is verified too. Hence we have that ∀i, j ∈ N, rclocki [j] is the number of updates broadcast by pj which have been used to produce rstatei . With that property it is easy to prove that clocki [j] is the number of the first updates made by pj taken into account by pi . Indeed clocki [j] = rclocki [j] + k{(t, j, u) ∈ updatei }k then thanks to the previous lemma we have that rclocki [m] equals to the number of the first udpates from pj taken into account by pi which are not in the update list but in rstatei and then the property is true. With these two properties we have that once an update was delivered it cannot be lost anymore, since when a process pi executes an udpate it increases its clock so then it cannot be undone anymore. If its state is replaced, it is replaced by a state which clock is at least equals to its which means with at least the same updates done though the order may differ. If an update u done by pj is seen as ”out-dated” by pi it means that the associated clockj [j] at the broadcast of u is lower that clocki [j] at the reception which means pi as already delivered it so u is not lost. In any case when an update is done and broadcast by a process it will not be lost and will be taken into account by every other processes which do not crash. Total Order of the Events We would like to have the property that if a process executes two updates in a given order, everyone else, once they have received the two updates, will have executed in the very same order. As before we can prove that by recurrence based on the fact that we have implemented FIFO channel, when a message is received by pi from pj , it is stored into pendingi and is treated only when all the previous messages from pj have been treated (i.e. the number associated, not the timestamp, equals to clocki [j] + 1) which enforces that every updates done by a process are done in the same order they were broadcast. 22



Convergence We would like to have the property that there is a convergence of the states of the processes when they stop updating. First we need to analyse what happens when a process has a conflict and how it is solved. When a process has a conflict, it sends a message to everyone with its recorded time, clock and state plus the identifier of the process which that comes from. When a process receives such a message, it broadcasts its own message if its state is better or if the correction is from a previous recorded time. So for each conflict, everyone will receive one message with the original correction, one for every correction which is associated to a better state for the given recorded time and one for every process which recorded time is superior than the one of the correction. Now there are two cases : • If all the messages of the original correction and ”better” corrections are received while the recorded time of the processes are lower of equal to the ones of the conflicts : the processes chose the best one if all the clocks are comparable so the conflict is corrected, all the processes have the same state. If they are not comparable it means that at least two processes have received an update the other one did not, hence there is nothing to do, it will be dealt with the next conflict (which will surely happen since the updates are eventually received). • If there is at least one process with a recorded time higher than the one associated to the conflict, it will ignore it and broadcast its state as if its state was better, hence everyone else will receive it, which will force the processes which are late to catch up and solve the conflict with the same time as its. The problem is that meantime other processes may have their own recorded time higher than this one and broadcast again and so on... Thus we have a resolution if all the clocks are comparable or else the problem is delayed in the futur thanks to an upcoming update or the broadcast of a correction ”in the future”. But every conflict is treated and solved assuming that the messages are received when they have the same recorded time of the conflict. We have to prove that if the processes stopped updating every conflicts will eventually be solved and a single state will remain for everyone. Since the clocks change only with the reception of an update or a state with higher clock, if the processes stop updating everyone will eventually have received all the updates and then everyone will eventually have the same update list, virtual time, vector clock, recorded virtual time and clock; the only diffence there could be would be the value of the recorded state. Hence all the messages of unsolved corrections from this moment (if there is any) will be associated to a recorded clock which is the same for everyone, and 23



since the clocks cannot be increased anymore, the clocks they received will be the same as theirs. Hence everyone will have received corrections with the same clock then they will take the one done by the lower identifier, which will eventually be received by everyone. So we have that if the processes stop updating, all the conflicts will be solved and they will eventually have the same state. Termination and Complexity If the processes do not stop udpating there is no sureness about the termination of the algorithm, since an update received by a process which is has an recorded virtual time higher will broadcast its state but these messages can be long enough for some other processes to have they own recorded virtual time higher and so broadcast again and so on... For each conflict, if everyone which receives the correction has a better state we have a O(n2 ) messages broadcast for each recorded time reached.
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm U C[k] for a generic object (code for pi ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18



19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38



object (U, Qi , Qo , S, s0 , T, G, k) var rstatei ∈ S ← s0 ; var vtimei ∈ N ← 0; var rvtimei ∈ N ← 0; var clocki ∈ N[n] ← [0, ..., 0]; var rclocki ∈ N[n] ← [0, ..., 0]; var pendingsi ⊂ N × N × N × U ← ∅; var updatesi ⊂ N × N × U ← ∅; var leaderi ∈ N ← i; var senti ∈ B ← false; fun record (t ∈ N) Let z ∈ N ← t; if k > 0 then z ← max(k × (bz/kc − 1), 0); end if z ≥ rvtimei then rvtimei ← z; foreach (t0 , j, u) ∈ updatesi sorted on (t0 , j) with t0 ≤ rvtimei do updatesi ← updatesi \ (t0 , j, u); rstatei ← T (rstatei , u); rclocki [j] ← rclocki [j] + 1; leaderi ← i; senti ← false; end end end fun update lists () foreach (t, j, u) ∈ updatesi : t ≤ rt do updatesi ← updatesi \ (t, j, u); end foreach (cl, t, j, u) ∈ pendingsi : cl ≤ clocki [j] do pendingsi ← pendingsi \ (cl, t, j, u); end if ∃(cl, t, j, u) ∈ pendingsi : cl = clocki [j] + 1 then on receive message1 (cl, t, j, u); end end end
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm U C[k] for a generic object (code for pi ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



13 14



fun query (q ∈ Qi ) ∈ Qo var s ∈ S ← rstatei ; foreach (t, j, u) ∈ updatesi sorted on (t, j) do s ← T (s, u); end return G(s, q); end fun update (u ∈ U ) clocki [i] ← clocki [i] + 1; vtimei ← vtimei + 1; updatesi ← updatesi ∪ {(vtimei , i, u)}; record(vtimei ); // send to all suffices broadcast message1 (vtimei , clocki [i], i, u); end



Algorithm 5: Algorithm U C[k] for a generic object (code for pi ) 1



2 3 4 5



6



7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18



on receive message1 (t ∈ N, cl ∈ N, j ∈ N, u ∈ U ) // drop out-of-date non-delivered messages if cl > clocki [j] then pendingsi ← pendingsi ∪ {(t, cl, j, u)}; end var b ∈ B ← false; // FIFO-deliver messages while ∃(t0 , cl0j 0 , j0 , u0 ) ∈ pendingsi : cl0j = clocki [j0 ] + 1 do // apply the update locally pendingsi ← pendingsi \ {(t0 , cl0j 0 , j0 , u0 )}; clocki [j0 ] ← cl0j 0 ; vtimei ← max(vtimei , t0 ); updatesi ← updatesi ∪ {(t0 , j0 , u0 )}; b ← b ∨ t0 ≤ rvtimei ; end record(vtimei ); if b then senti ← true; broadcast message2 (rclocki , rvtimei , i, rstatei ); end end
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Algorithm 6: Algorithm Ak for a generic UQ-ADT (code for pi ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15



16 17 18 19



on receive message2 (cl ∈ N[n], t ∈ N, j ∈ N, s ∈ S) if rvtimei < t then record(t + k); end if ((rclocki < cl) ∨ (rclocki = cl ∧ j < leaderi )) then rclocki ← cl; rvtimei ← t; rstatei ← s; leaderi ← j; senti ← true; clocki ← max(clocki , rclocki ); vtimei ← max(t, vtimei ); update lists(); end else if ((cl < rclocki ) ∨ (cl = rclocki ∧ leaderi < j)) ∧ (j 6= i) ∧ (¬senti ) then broadcast message2 (rclocki , rvtimei , i, rstatei ); senti ← true; end end
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